an amount approximating to one thousand tons weekly, in addition to a very large quantity of other substances derived from a variety of trades and manufactures, the putrid blood and fluids of slaughter-houses, etc. At the same time, a large quantity of paper impregnated with putrefiable matter, and the liquid refuse of kitchens, will find its way into the sewers, increasing the mass of putrescible matter to an enormous extent ; and all these substances being mixed with the silt (or mud), especially the viscid matter of the faeces, will be more or less deposited on the strand of the Thames. The Thames, being a tidal river for some distance above London, is not uniform in its flow like other rivers ; each return of the tide reverses the current, and will tend to wash the putrid mud backwards and forwards, instead of at once carrying it away. When at low water, many acres of putrid matter will be freely exposed to the air, and putrid emanations will rise in abundance in hot weather, when these are most dangerous. A little consideration will shew, that by carrying the whole of the night soil and other drainage into the Thames, a greater nuisance will be produced than is now caused by the imperfect cesspools, which have been stigmatised as barbarous." These remarks were penned before the gigantic schemes of The next question to be discussed is, What shall we do with the liquid drainage ? Shall we undertake enormous works for carrying it into the river at a distance from the metropolis, or may it be at once discharged into the river by the existing sewers, without detriment to the public health ? This is a question of immense importance in an economical as well as a sanitary point of view. In answer, I would first remark that, until within the last twelve years, before the "barbarous" system was brought into force on a large scale, of turning the contents of cesspools into the common sewers, notwithstanding the constant flows of house drainage into the river, the water was comparatively pure ; but, year by year, as that pernicious practice has been more extended, the river has become more and more foul, until public attention has at last been forcibly drawn to its condition, and the press has imperatively declared that the Thames must be purified.
As we no longer draw water for drinking from the Thames nearer than Kew, it is not necessary, nor indeed is it possible, to render the water absolutely pure and limpid. But it maybe rendered sufficiently pure and inoffensive for all practical purposes, by simply preventing the solid excreta from entering its stream ; the liquid portion being disposed of with the greatest possible rapidity by the natural process I shall now proceed to describe.
In up to a certain point, the power of self-purification; but it must be remembered that, until within the last few years only insoluble matter found its way into the river. More recently, the plan of emptying cesspools into the drains having been carried on very extensively, the Thames has necessarily become more foul and offensive ; and if this system be continued and extended, the purifying power will be overbalanced, and any part of the Thames into which the whole faecal and other refuse matters may be discharged will become positively pestiferous.
In elongated cesspoolstlie river will be practically pure for all purposes except drinking water; enormous public burdens in the shape of rates for useless, perhaps injurious, works will be avoided ; and last, but not least, the material for increasing the fertility of the land will be preserved. In conclusion, I may remark that the ultimate disposal of the contents of the cesspools may be so managed, by proper arrangements, as to be comparatively inoffensive, and at the same time innocuous, so far as regards the public health.
Wandsworth Road, Aug. llth, L856.
